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Abstract

The reason of significantly higher transmissibility of SARS Covid (2019 CoV-2)
compared to SARS Covid (2003 CoV) and MERS Covid (2012 MERS) can be
attributed to mutations reported in structural proteins, and the role played by
non-structural proteins (nsps) and accessory proteins (ORFs) for viral replica-
tion, assembly, and shedding. Envelope protein E is one of the four structural
proteins of minimum length. Recent studies have confirmed critical role played
by the envelope protein in the viral life cycle including assembly of virion ex-
ported from infected cell for its transmission. However, the determinants of the
highly complex viral - host interactions of envelope protein, particularly with
host Golgi complex, have not been adequately characterized. CoV-2 and CoV
Envelope proteins of length 75 and 76 amino acids differ in four amino acid
locations. The additional amino acid Gly (G) at location 70 makes CoV length
76. The amino acid pair EG at location 69-70 of CoV in place of amino acid
R in location 69 of CoV-2, has been identified as a major determining factor in
the current investigation. This paper concentrates on the design of computa-
tional model to compare the structure/function of wild and mutants of CoV-2
with wild and mutants of CoV in the functionally important region of the pro-
tein chain pair. We hypothesize that differences of CAML model parameter of
CoV-2 and CoV characterize the deviation in structure and function of enve-
lope proteins in respect of interaction of virus with host Golgi complex; and this
difference gets reflected in the difference of their transmissibility. The hypoth-
esis has been validated from single point mutational study on- (i) human HBB
beta-globin hemoglobin protein associated with sickle cell anemia, (ii) mutants
of envelope protein of Covid-2 infected patients reported in recent publications.
For each of these case studies, the CAML model parameter differ between wild
and specific mutant that represent deviation of the structure-function of the
mutant from that of wild leading to a specific disease. From detailed analysis of
the characteristics of proteins of three viruses (CoV-2, CoV, MERS) and a few
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other virus proteins with CAML model, a Machine Learning (ML) framework
has been designed. This ML framework enables us to report - (i) the contri-
bution of higher transmissibility of CoV-2 envelope protein compared to CoV
envelope protein, and (ii) a list of possible Covid-2 envelope protein mutants
which may appear in future.

Keywords: Cellular Automata enhance Machine Learning (CAML), CA
model for Biological strings, Mutational Study, SARS Covid-2 (2019), MERS
(2012), SARS CoV (2003), Sickle Cell Anemia

I. Introduction

Seven different virus types, all with crown like structure associated with
coronavirus disease (covid), were identified since 1965 causing common cold in
human. Outbreak of the disease in 2003 in China, followed by the one in Middle
East in 2012, brought the focus on the virus causing Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome and so named as SARS Covid, and MERS Covid. Number of (in-
fected persons, countries/region, death count) for 2003 SARS covid (CoV) and
2012 MERS covid are respectively (8000, 29, 774) and (2500, 27, 876). How-
ever, the novel virus SARS covid (CoV-2) identified in 2019 has resulted in the
pandemic situation in 213 countries. It infected nearly 220 million persons with
death count of more than 4.6 million. High speed train travel and air travel
have increased significantly in last one decade leading to direct/indirect/close
interaction among population across the globe; but that does not explain phe-
nomenal increase of infected persons from a few thousands in earlier CoV to 220
million for CoV-2 till September 2021.

The publications [1–32] highlight two vital issues - (a) entry of virus in host
cell through binding of its spike protein with the receptor ACE2, followed by its
replication in host cell, and (b) virus assembly/packaging through interaction
with host (Golgi complex) prior to shedding. Four structural proteins of the
virus are - Spike (S), Membrane (M), Nucleocapsid (N), and Envelope (E). The
smallest size envelope protein plays a crucial role in the assembly of virus prior
to secretion from infected cells [1–9, 12, 13, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23–25, 33–35]. Some
of the publications [34] also pointed to the contribution of E protein for disease
severity due to hyperactive cytokine release. Further, some authors [18, 25, 32]
emphasized the point that - the interaction of envelope protein with host Golgi
complex has not been addressed adequately. Consequently, mutational study
of envelope protein is a necessity to elucidate the deviation of a mutant from
the wild in respect of its structure-function. CoV-2 envelope protein chain
has 75 amino acids, while there are 76 amino acids for CoV with difference
in four amino acid locations (55, 56, 69, and 70) covered by the C-terminal
region [9]. The amino acid pair EG at location 69-70 for CoV is replaced by
single amino acid R for CoV-2. Experimental results of mutational study are
reported for envelope protein of both Cov-2 (2019) and CoV (2003) with focus
on the C-terminal region that covers Golgi complex targeting information [25]
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and conserved Motif of the chain pair. Comparison of the results shows high
difference in CAML model parameters of CoV-2 wild and mutants compared
to wild and mutants of CoV, with mutations inserted in same amino acid type
in the functionally important region of the virus pair. In this background we
propose the following hypothesis:

difference of CAML model parameters of CoV-2 (wild, mutants) with
CoV (wild, mutants) has a direct correlation with difference in the structure-
function of envelope protein of two viruses. Assembly/packaging of virus
prior to its shedding depends on the structure-function of C-terminal domain
of envelope protein interacting with host Golgi complex; consequently,
difference in structure-function points to the difference of transmissibility
of CoV-2 and CoV/MERS.

The hypothesis has been validated from mutational study on two proteins -
(i) HBB beta-globin hemoglobin protein [26, 36, 37], (ii) mutations reported
in Covid-2 infected patients [9, 37]. For each of these case studies, difference
of CAML model parameter between wild and mutant corroborates the results
reported in vitro/in vivo studies in respect of deviation of structure-function of
specific mutant from its wild leading to a specific disease.

CAML model has been designed under the assumption that a mutation in
amino acid chain of a protein originates as a point mutation at Coding DNA
Sequence (CDS) that get transcripted to protein chain. Consequently, CAML
model concentrates on the mutational study of both amino acid chain and CDS
strand of Envelope Protein curated from NCBI [37]. CA preliminaries are intro-
duced in Section II, followed by the CA model for amino acid of protein chain
and nucleotide bases of CDS strand in Section III. Signal graphs derived out of
evolution of the CA designed for wild and mutant amino acid chains and CDS
strands are reported in Section IV; this section also reports CA model parameter
derived out of signal graph analytics. A Machine Learning (ML) framework is
next reported in Section V to predict possible mutations in a protein for which
structure-function of mutant differ from that of wild. The mutants identified by
the ML framework cover the mutations reported with in vivo/in vitro studies
for two case studies reported in Section VI. This section also presents a list
of possible mutations in CoV-2 envelope protein which may appear in future.
Experimental results for mutational study on Cov-2 and CoV (and also CoV-2
and MARS) are compiled and compared in Section VII.

II. Cellular Automata (CA) Preliminaries

CA is a dynamical system discrete in space and time. The space is rep-
resented by a regular lattice in one, two or higher dimensions. Each site on
the lattice also referred to as a cell, can be in one of a finite number of states.
The next state of a cell depends on the current state of its neighbours and the
associated next state function. Neumann [38] proposed the CA model for con-
structing self-replicating machine employing 2000 cells, each holding 29 states.
Subsequently, Wolfram [39] proposed a simpler version of CA with two states
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per cell and three-neighbourhood. Research of a large number of authors from
diverse disciplines has enriched the field of CA [40–44] and some researchers
used CA to understand the dynamics of COVID-19 [45–49]. The book [44]
covers a comprehensive survey of CA theory and wide varieties of applications.
Further, the universal appeal of CA model based on local interaction can be
ascertained from the materials presented in the book [50] that highlights the
effect of local (temporal and physical) changes transforming the human society
from pre-historic to modern age.
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Figure 1: Implementation of an n-cell 3-neighborhood CA under periodic boundary
condition

The CA model reported in this paper employs simplest CA structure with
periodic boundary, three neighborhood, and two state per cell - referred to as
3NCA in the rest of the paper. The implementation of an n-cell 3-neighbourhood
CA under periodic boundary condition is shown in Figure 1. The middle cell is
marked as ith cell while its left and right neighbors are denoted as (i− 1)th and
(i+1)th cell respectively. Consequently, 8(23) combinations exist for the triplet
of current state values < ai−1aiai+1 > of (i− 1)th , ith and (i+ 1)th cells. The
next state function of a cell is shown in Figure 1. The decimal value of the 8
bits of cell next state is referred to as ‘Rule’ of evolution of a CA cell. There
are 28 = 256 such rules for three-neighborhood CA. The decimal value derived
out of 8 bit string of two CA rules (45) and (105) are illustrated in Table 1
Row 4 and 5. Eight different input combinations of a CA rule is a triplet of
binary bits - 111(7), 110(6), 101(5), 100(4), 011(3), 010(2), 001(1), 000(0), are
noted on row 1 of Table 1. Each combination represents the current state of
(i− 1)th, ith, and (i+ 1)th cells which can be viewed as three binary variables.
In subsequent discussions we refer to the combinations of three input variables
as Rule Min Terms (RMTs). A RMT is referred to by its decimal value that
varies from 0 to 7. Row 3 of Table 1 shows the cell next as bk (bk = 0 or 1),
for k= 0 to 7. By convention, a CA rule is expressed as decimal counterpart
of binary bit string < b7b6b5b4b3b2b1b0 >. So conventional weight assignment
follows for conversion of 8-bit string of a rule to its decimal value with w7 = 27,
w6 = 26 and so on. The decimal rule number 45 (00101101) is derived from its
binary bit string as -

∑7
k=0 wkbk = 25+23+22+20 = 32+8+4+1 = 45. A CA

rule can be viewed as a Transform that accepts 3 bit input k =< ai−1aiai+1 >
and generates single bit output bk in the next time of evolution of the cell. The
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cells of a 3NCA employs one of the 256 rules (0 to 255).

Present State : 111 110 101 100 011 010 001 000 Rule
(RMT ) (7) (6) (5) (4) (3) (2) (1) (0)

Next State (bk) b7 b6 b5 b4 b3 b2 b1 b0
(i) Next State : 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 45
(ii) Next State : 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 105

Table 1: Look-up table for rule 45 and 105

In order to design rules to build CA model for a physical system, it is con-
venient to use the following format for a rule. We employ this format for design
of rules for 20 amino acids and 4 nucleotide bases in next section.

1-major and 0-major (7653 4210) Format: Out of 8 RMTs, the binary
string of each of the 4 RMTs (7, 6, 5, 3) has two 1’s, while RMTs (4, 2, 1, 0)
has two 0’s - these two classes are referred to as 1-Major and 0-Major RMTs
respectively in Table 2 that shows rules 45 and 105 in this format.

Rule 1-Major RMTs 0-Major RMTs
7(111) 6(110) 5(101) 3(011) 4(100) 2(010) 1(001) 0(000)

45 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1
105 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1

Table 2: Representation of two CA rules 45 and 105 in 1-major and 0-major format

105 235 111 4110799 63 143 15105

(a) Ten cells of a CA configured with
ten rules

105 235 111 4110799 63 143 15105, , , , , ,, , ,

(b) Rule Vector

Figure 2: Rule vector for a 10 cell 3NCA

III. CA Rule Vector for Amino Acid and CDS strand of a Protein

Design of CA model for a physical system involves design of rule for each CA
cell. A cell models the smallest component of the system so that the physical
domain features of the component get represented in the binary bit pattern of its
rule. Once the rule design step is complete, we can represent a 3NCA as a Rule
Vector - a string of 3NCA rules (0 to 255). Figure 2(b) shows the rule vector for
a 10 cell CA with the rules specified in Figure 2(a). The CA evolves at each time
step through local interaction of each cell with its neighborhood. The design
proceeds through a number of iterations to build a model that characterizes the
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system with efficient mapping of model parameters derived out of CA evolution
to the physical domain features of the system. The string of 3NCA Rule Vector
can be employed to model the biological strings - DNA, RNA, Codon string,
and Amino Acid chain of a protein.

The CA model for 20 amino acids has been derived from the first principle
by considering the atomic structure of amino acid molecules. Figure 3 shows
atomic structure of 20 amino acids divided into 5 different groups based on the
property of the side chain referred to as Residue (R). The side chain property
- non-polar, polar, positively charge, negatively charged, aromatic - is defined
by the structure of interconnected atoms. For design of CA rules, the atoms
are divided into two groups - H-atom and non-H atom (Carbon C, Nitrogen
N, Oxygen O, Sulphur S), each having different proton count in nucleus and
electron count in outer shells. The CA model for hydrogen atom H, lightest one
in the periodic table elements, treated differently from non-H atoms.

Figure 3: Atomic structure of 20 common amino acids(AA) divided into 5 groups

III.1. Design of CA rule for Amino Acid (AA) Chain of Protein

Each amino acid has a common Back-Bone with 9 atoms - 5 non-H atoms (2
C, 2 O, 1 N) and 4 H atoms. The side chain residue (R) have widely different
number of atoms - 1 atom (for Gly - G) to 18 atoms (for Arg - R). CA rule for
amino acid is designed as a composite module of backbone connected to side
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chain. This is a departure from the convention of referring to an amino acid as a
residue. In the rest of the paper we refer to an amino acid (AA) as a composite
molecule covering both backbone and residue.

III.1.1. Design Methodology

3NCA rules for amino acid molecules are defined as a sequence of rules
(decimal value 0 to 255). On considering the atomic structure of amino acids, it
is convenient to design the rules by considering the RMT string <7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0>
of a rule in the form of 1-Major and 0-Major RMTs as <7653 4210>(see Table 2).
The H atoms are assigned as ‘1’ in the next state of 0-major RMTs, while non-H
atoms are assigned as ‘1’ in the next state of 1-major RMTs. However, we do
not populate more than 6 number of ‘1’s in the 8-bit pattern of a rule. Hence,
rather than a single rule, the design employs a string of rules if the molecule
has more than 4 H atoms or non-H atoms.

III.1.2. Design of CA rule for Amino Acid Backbone

As per this design methodology, a string of two CA rules designed for 9 atom
amino acid backbone as <107 99>is reported in Table 3, where the first column
shows design of two rules expressed in the 1-Major 0-Major format for 9 atoms
(4 H atoms and 5 non-H atoms). The fourth column presents two rules in the
<7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0> format; finally, column 5 shows the rule string with rules
expressed in decimal value. Thus, the CA backbone is modelled with two CA
cells configured with a string of two CA rules <107 99>.

Rules for AA backbone in Number Number of Rules for AA Backbone in Rule string for

<7653 4210> format of atoms in (AA) <7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0> format AA backbone

rules backbone in Decimal

<0111 0011><0110 0011> 2 2C-N-2O-4H(9) <0110 1011><0110 0011> <107 99>

Table 3: Design of CA rule string for amino acid backbone having 9 atoms - two
carbon, one nitrogen, two oxygen, and 4 hydrogen atoms

III.1.3. Design of CA rule for Amino Acid (AA)

The atomic structure of 20 amino acid are presented in Figure 3. Following
the design methodology mention in Section III.1.1, rule strings for 20 AA are
designed, which are reported in Table 4. The first column presents the design
of rule string expressed in 1-major 0-major <7653 4210>format with column 2,
3, 4 respectively showing - number of rules, AA name, number of atoms (H and
non-H) in the side chain. The rule string is shown in column 5 in the <7 6 5 4
3 2 1 0> format and the corresponding decimal value (0 to 255) in column 6.
Finally, the composite rules for an amino acid with backbone and side chain rule
concatenated is reported in column 7 of Table 4. For example, the composite
Rule string <107 99><63 11 15> in column 7 is designed for the amino acid
Ile (I) with 9 atoms for common backbone and 13 atoms for side chain shown
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in 6th row proceeds as follows. First a string of two rules <107 99> is designed
for backbone (Table 3). A string of 3 rules is next designed for 13 atoms of
side chain with 9 H atoms and 4 non-H atoms. Intermediate columns 5 and 6
show the rules expressed in RMT format <7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0> and their decimal
counterpart. Last four rows of the Table 4 display the nucleotide base triplet
for 20 amino acids and 3 stop codons. In the rest of the paper, an amino acid
is referred to as AA modeled with 3 to 5 cells configured with a string of 3 to 5
rules. The AAs are serially marked as 0, 1, 2 – with met (M) as the 0th AA of
an amino acid chain of a protein.

Rules for AA side chain in No. of Amino acid No. of Rules for AA side chain in Rule string for AA Composite Rule String

<7653 4210>format rules (AA) name atoms <7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0> format side chain in Decimal for Amino acid

<0000 0001> 1 Gly(G) H(1) <0000 0001> <1> <107 99><1>

<0001 0111> 1 Ala(A) CH3(4) <0000 1111> <15> <107 99><15>

<0011 1111><0001 0111> 2 Val(V) C3H7(10) <0011 1111><0000 1111> <59 15> <107 99><59 15>

<0001 0011><0001 0111> 3 Leu(L) C4H9(13) <0000 1011><0000 1111> <11 15 63> <107 99><11 15 63>

<0011 1111> <0011 1111>

<0011 1111><0011 0111> 2 Met(M) SC3H7(11) <0011 1111><0011 0111> <63 47> <107 99><63 47>

<0011 1111><0001 0011> 3 Ile(I) C4H9(13) <0011 1111><0000 1011> <63 11 15> <107 99><63 11 15>

<0001 0111> <0000 1111>

<0011 0111> 1 Ser(S) COH3(5) <0010 1111> <47> <107 99><47>

<0011 0011><0001 0111> 2 Thr(T) C2OH5(8) <0010 1011><0000 1111> <43 15> <107 99><43 15>

<1001 0111> 1 Cys(C) SCH3(5) <1000 1111> <143> <107 99><143>

<0001 0011><0011 1111> 2 Pro(P) C3H6(9) <0000 1011><0011 1111> <11 63> <107 99><11 63>

<0001 0011><0111 0011> 2 Asn(N) C2NOH4(8) <0000 1011><0110 1011> <11 107> <107 99><11 107>

<0011 1111><0111 0011> 2 Gln(Q) C3NOH6(11) <0011 1111><0110 1011> <63 107> <107 99><63 107>

<0011 1111><0011 1111> 3 Lys(K) C4NH11(16) <0011 1111><0011 1111> <63 63 15> <107 99><63 63 15>

<0001 0111> <0000 1111>

<0011 1111><0111 0111> 3 Arg(R) C4N3H11(18) <0011 1111><0110 1111> <63 111 63> <107 99><63 111 63>

<0011 1111> <0011 1111>

<0111 0111><0111 0011> 2 His(H) C4N2H5(11) <0110 1111><0110 1011> <111 107> <107 99><111 107>

<1111 0011> 1 Asp(D) C2O2H2(6) <1110 1011> <235> <107 99><235>

<0001 0011><1111 0011> 2 Glu(E) C3O2H4(9) <0000 1011><1110 1011> <11 235> <107 99><11 235>

<0001 0011><0111 0011> 3 Phe(F) C7H7(14) <0000 1011><0110 1111> <11 107 111> <107 99><11 107 111>

<0111 0111> <0110 1111>

<0001 0011><0111 0111> 3 Tyr(Y) C7OH7(15) <0000 1011><0110 1111> <11 111 111> <107 99><11 111 111>

<0111 0111> <0110 1111>

<0111 0111><1111 0011> 3 Trp(W) C9NH8(18) <0110 1111><1110 1011> <111 239 111> <107 99><111 239 111>

<0111 0111> <0110 1111>

Table 4: CA rule string for AA residue (R) & Concatenated Composite Rule String
(backbone & R) for AA

III.1.4. CA Rule Vector for AA Chain

On completion of rule string design for each amino acid, rule vector can be
derived for the AA chain of a protein by concatenating rule strings of each AA.
Table 5 shows Envelope Protein AA string for - (a) CoV-2 (2019) - 75 AA, (b)
CoV (2003) - 76 AA, and (c) Hemoglobin subunit beta HBB Protein - 147 AA;
partial rule vectors for three AA chains are illustrated.

Once the CA Rule Vector is designed for a protein, we study the evolution
of the CA generating a Signal Graph referred to as Cycle Length Signal Graph
(CL Signal Graph) detailed in Section IV following CA rule design for nucleotide
bases of CDS strand of double helix DNA string.
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CoV-2 (2019) - 75 AA
AA Chain mysfvseetgtlivnsvllflafvvfllvtlailtalrlcayccnivnvslvkpsfyvysrvknlnssrvpdllv
Partial <107, 99, 11, 111, 111, 107, 99, 47, 107, 99, 11, 107, 111, 107, 99, 59, 15,

rule vector 107, 99, 47, 107, 99, 11, 235, · · · >
CoV (2003) - 76 AA

AA Chain mysfvseetgtlivnsvllflafvvfllvtlailtalrlcayccnivnvslvkptvyvysrvknlnssegvpdllv
Partial <107, 99, 11, 111, 111, 107, 99, 47, 107, 99, 11, 107, 111, 107, 99, 59, 15,

rule vector 107, 99, 47, 107, 99, 11, 235, · · · >
HBB Hemoglobin Protein - 147 AA

AA Chain
mvhltpeeksavtalwgkvnvdevggealgrllvvypwtqrffesfgdlstpdavmgnpkvkahgkk
vlgafsdglahldnlkgtfatlselhcdklhvdpenfrllgnvlvcvlahhfgkeftppvqaayqkvvagv
analahkyh

Partial <107, 99, 59, 15, 107, 99, 111, 107, 107, 99, 11, 15, 63, 107, 99, 43, 15,
rule vector 107, 99, 11, 63, 107, 99, 11, 235, · · · >

Table 5: Amino acid chain and partial (first 6 excluding Met(M)) rule vector for - (a)
Wild CoV-2 (2019) -75 AA, (b) Wild CoV (2003) - 76 AA, and (c) Wild Hemoglobin
subunit beta - 147 AA

III.2. CA Rule Vector for CDS Strand

Figure 4 shows the DNA sugar-phosphate backbone connected to nucleotide
bases. As per the design methodology noted in Section III.1.1, rule strings for
backbone and nucleotide bases are designed and reported in Table 6. Column 2
shows the atom count for the molecule noted in column 1. Rule string in <7653
4210> and <7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0> format are noted in column 3 and 4, while column
5 reports the rule string in decimal value. The composite rule string of six rules
for common backbone and four bases are noted in column 6. Table 7 shows the
CDS strand [37] and partial CA rule vector for - (a) CoV-2 Envelope Protein,
(b) CoV Envelope Protein, and (c) HBB Hemoglobin protein along with partial
rule vector for 1st six amino acids excluding 1st AA Met(M) with start codon
atg.

Figure 4: Backbone connected to nucleotide bases of DNA string and its complimen-
tary version forming double helix structure
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Molecule
Atom count Rule string in Rule string in Rule string in <backbone><base>

(Non-H + H) <7653 4210> format <7654 3210> format decimal string

DNA (PC5O5H7) <1111 0011><1111 0011> <1110 1011><1110 1011> <235 235 111>
-

Backbone (11+7) <0111 0111> <0110 1111>

Cytosine(C) (C4N3OH4) <0011 0001><0011 0001> <0010 1001><0010 1001> <41 41 235> <235 235 111><41 41 235>

(8+4) <1111 0011> <1110 1001>

Guanine(G) (C5N5OH4) <0111 0001><1111 0001> <0110 1001><1110 1001> <105 233 235> <235 235 111><105 233 235>

(11 + 4) <1111 0011> <1110 1011>

Thiamine(T) (C5N2O2H5) <1111 0001><0111 0011> <1110 1001><0110 1011> <233 107 43> <235 235 111><233 107 43>

(9 + 5) <0011 0011> <0010 1011>

Adenine(A) (C5N5H4) <1111 0001><1111 0001> <1110 1001><1110 1001> <233 233 43> <235 235 111><233 233 43>

(10 + 4) <0011 0011> <0010 1011>

Table 6: 3NCA rule string for backbone and nucleotide bases C, G, T, A

CoV-2 (2019) - 75 AA

atgtactcattcgtttcggaagagacaggtacgttaatagttaatagcgtacttctttttcttgctttcgtggtattc
CDS Strand ttgctagttacactagccatccttactgcgcttcgattgtgtgcgtactgctgcaatattgttaacgtgagtcttgta

aaaccttctttttacgtttactctcgtgttaaaaatctgaattcttctagagttcctgatcttctggtc

<235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235,
235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235,

Partial 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111,
rule vector 105, 233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233,

107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 105, 233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 105, 233,
235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, · · · >

CoV (2003) - 76 AA

atgtactcattcgtttcagaagaaacaggtacgttaatagttaatagcgtacttctcttcttggctttcgtggtatt
CDS Strand cttgctagtcacactagccatccttactgcgcttcgattgtgtgcgtactgctgcaatattgttaacgtgagtttgg

taaaaccaacagtttacgtttactcacgtgttaaaaatctgaactcttctgagggagttcctgatcttctggtc

<235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235,
235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235,
111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111,

Partial 105, 233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111,
rule vector 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 105,

233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, · · · >

HBB Hemoglobin Protein - 147 AA

CDS Strand

atggtgcatctgactcctgaggagaagtctgccgttactgccctgtggggcaaggtgaacgtggatgaagttggt
ggtgaggccctgggcaggctgctggtggtctacccttggacccagaggttctttgagtcctttggggatctgtcca
ctcctgatgctgttatgggcaaccctaaggtgaaggctcatggcaagaaagtgctcggtgcctttagtgatggcct
ggctcacctggacaacctcaagggcacctttgccacactgagtgagctgcactgtgacaagctgcacgtggatcct
gagaacttcaggctcctgggcaacgtgctggtctgtgtgctggcccatcactttggcaaagaattcaccccaccagt
gcaggctgcctatcagaaagtggtggctggtgtggctaatgccctggcccacaagtatcac

<235, 235, 111, 105, 233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 105, 233, 235,
235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235,
235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111, 105, 233, 235, 235,

Partial 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235,
rule vector 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 41, 41, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 107, 43, 235, 235, 111,

105, 233, 235, 235, 235, 111, 233, 233, 43, 235, 235, 111, 105, 233, 235, · · · >

Table 7: Wild CDS strand and partial (18 bases for first 6 amino acids excluding
Met(M)) CA rule vector of three AA chain of - (a) CoV-2 Envelope Protein, (b) CoV
Envelope Protein, and (c) HBB Hemoglobin Protein noted in Table 5
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IV. CA Evolution Generating Cycle Length Signal Graph (CL Signal
Graph) for AA Chain and CDS Strand of Protein

The CA model employs periodic boundary 3NCA (Figure 1) for an amino
acid chain of a protein excluding first amino acid Met (M) of the chain. The
cells of an n cell CA are serially marked as 0, 1, 2, · · · (n − 1), where 0th cell
and (n − 1)th are neighbors of each other. An amino acid (backbone and side
chain) is modelled with a string of 3 to 5 cells configured with 3 to 5 rules, as
reported in Table 4. The CA evolves in successive time steps as per the Rule
Vector that specifies the rules assigned for each CA cell. The cells of the CA are
initialized with an alternating sequence of 1 and 0. The evolution continues till
each cell settles down in a cycle, where the cell cycles through a set of binary
states; the length of the cycle is referred to as Cycle Length (CL). The CL signal
graph refers to the graph showing CL values for each cell on y-axis, with x-axis
displaying serial location of CA cells. If a few cells do not settle down in a cycle
even after 4000-time steps, these are marked with value CL(-5).

IV.1. CL Signal Graph Analytics for Wild Type AA Chain and Mutant

For the CAML model, signal graph analytics enable extraction of meaningful
information from a graph relevant for mutational study of protein. Wild type
AA chain refers to the one that can be observed in nature without any mutation.
The chain with a mutation is termed as Mutant. CL signal graphs for wild type
AA chain are shown in Figure 5, 6 and 7. In view of common backbone, the base
line of the CL signal graph has the CL value 3. Signal graph analytics proceeds
on identifying mcl (Maximum Cycle Length) and N-mcl (Next to mcl) signals.
The mcl signal is the one that covers a number of cells with maximum cycle
length value. More than one mcl signals may exist in a CL graph. A signal with
CL value less than mcl but greater than y is referred to as N-mcl, where number
of signals with CL values (y+1) and y is greater than 3. Such an evaluation of
N-mcl signals enables avoidance of noisy signals below the CL value (y+1) for
signal graph analytics. The value of the parameter y will depend on the analysis
of low valued signals in a CL signal graph.

Figure 5: CL signal graph for wild envelope protein of CoV-2 AA chain
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Figure 6: CL signal graph for wild envelope protein of CoV AA chain

Figure 7: CL signal graph for wild HBB hemoglobin protein AA chain

IV.1.1. CL Signal Graph for Wild Type AA Chain

Figure 5, 6 and 7 shows the CL signal graphs for evolution of CA as per
rule vector for wild type AA chain noted in Table 5 for CoV-2, CoV Envelope
Protein, and HBB Hemoglobin Protein respectively.

IV.1.2. CL Signal Graph for Mutant AA Chain

Figure 8, 9 and 10 display CL signal graph for three mutants - (i) P71L
(original amino acid Proline (P) at serial location 71 mutated with amino acid
Leu (L)) for CoV-2 Envelope Protein AA chain; (ii) P72L (original amino acid
Proline (P) at serial location 72 mutated with amino acid Leu (L)) for CoV
Envelope Protein AA chain; (iii) E7V (original amino acid Glu (E ) at serial
location 7 mutated with amino acid Val (V)) for HBB Hemoglobin protein.
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Figure 8: CL Signal graph for mutant P71L for CoV-2 envelope protein

Figure 9: CL Signal graph for mutant P72L for CoV envelope protein

Figure 10: CL Signal graph for mutant E7V for HBB Hemoglobin protein
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IV.1.3. Evaluation of Difference of CL Value Sum (DCLVS-AA) between Wild
and Mutant AA Chain Signal Graphs

CL Value Sum (CLVS) for a wild is computed considering mcl and Nmcl
signals of wild CL graph. Similarly, CLVS is computed out of a mutant CL
graph. Next, we derive:

DCLVS-AA (Difference of CL Value Sum-AA) = Difference in CLVS of Wild and
mutant CL signal graph for AA chain

This CA model parameter DCLVS-AA, as reported in Section VII, is also em-
ployed to compare difference in structure-function of a pair of envelope proteins
of (CoV-2, CoV, MERS) with similar length and function; length is assumed
to be similar if difference in length is less than 10% of total chain length. The
following three categories of cells are excluded for evaluation of CLVS-AA:

(i)Cells not displaying cycle : For a CL signal graph of AA chain, there may
exist (say N

′
cells) which do not reach a cycle; these N

′
cells are marked with

CL(-5) value.

(ii)Cells displaying noise signal with CL value less than (y+1), as explained in
Section IV.1 : Signals with CL value less than (y+1) are assumed to be noise
in the CL signal graph for AA chain. For the current version (y+1) = 6.

(iii)Cells in a split Nmcl signal : A split Nmcl signal displays multiple peaks
with the cells between peaks have CL value less than (y+1) = 6. Figure 21
illustrates a CL signal graph displaying two Nmcl signals at cell locations (93 to
100) and (121 to 129), each with two peaks. Since CL value between two peaks
is 5, we ignore such Nmcl signals for computation of CLVS.

IV.2. CL Signal Graph for Wild Type and Mutant CDS strand

Each of the four nucleotide bases of CDS strand is modelled with six rules
- a string of three rules for sugar phosphate backbone and three rules for bases
attached to the backbone (Table 6). In view of common backbone, the CL
signal graph for a CDS strand shows five signal values 1, 2, 4, 5, 10. Table 7
reports the CDS strand and partial rule vector for AA chain of three proteins.
Figure 11, 12 and 13 report the CL signal graph for evolution of CA as per the
rule vector for CDS Wild strand noted in Table 7 for CoV-2 Envelope Protein,
CoV Envelope Protein, and HBB hemoglobin protein.

The partial CL Signal graphs derived on evolution of three mutants are
shown in Figure 14, 15 and 16, where amino acid Prolin (P) with nucleotide
base triplet (cct) mutated with amino acid Leu (L - ctt) for SARS covid, as
noted under (a) and (b).
(a) mutation P71L for CoV-2 corresponds to c26402t (original nucleotide base
c in location 26402 mutated to base t);
(b) mutation P72L for CoV corresponds to c26304t (original nucleotide base c
in location 26304 mutated to base t);
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Figure 11: CL signal graph for CDS wild strand for CoV-2 envelope protein

Figure 12: CL signal graph for CDS wild strand for CoV envelope protein

Figure 13: CL signal graph for CDS wild strand for HBB Hemoglobin protein

(c) mutation E7V of HBB Hemoglobin has amino acid Glu (E) at serial location
7 corresponds to nucleotide base triplet (gag - at serial base location 19 to 21),
while amino acid Val (V) refers to the base triplet (gtg). Hence E7V mutation
at AA level corresponds to a20t mutation on CDS strand.
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Figure 14: Partial CL signal graph for mutant CDS strand with mutation c26402t
for CoV-2 envelope protein chain (corresponds to P71L at AA level)

Figure 15: Partial CL signal graph for mutant CDS strand with mutation c26304t
for CoV envelope protein chain (corresponds to P72L at AA level)

Figure 16: Partial CL signal graph for mutant CDS strand with mutation a20t for
HBB Hemoglobin protein chain (corresponds to E7V at AA level)
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IV.2.1. Evaluation of DCLVS-CDS

Similar to evaluation of DCLVS-AA, the difference of CL value sum for
CDS strand (DCLVS-CDS) is computed as the difference in CLVS for wild and
mutant.

The difference in CL signal graph between wild and mutant of AA chain
and CDS strand are marked as parameters DCLVS-AA, DCLVS-CDS. Cor-
respondence of these model parameters to the deviation in structure-function
of mutant from the wild type is undertaken through the design of a Machine
Learning (ML) framework reported next.

V. Machine Learning (ML) - A Generic Framework for Prediction of
Mutants in a Protein

Machine Learning (ML) framework has been designed from the analysis of -
(a) in vitro/in vivo mutational study reported in published literature, displaying
deviation of structure-function of mutant from that of wild for different virus
types; and
(b) the parameters DCLVS-AA and DCLVS-CDS derived out of CAML model
for these proteins.
This framework enables us to learn the relationship of two model parameters
DCLVS-AA and DCLVS-CDS with the deviation of mutant structure/function
from its wild version reported in (a).

V.1. ML Framework Design Methodology
Ten properties relevant for the framework are highlighted prior to reporting

the algorithmic steps of the design.

V.1.1. The Properties (P0 to P9)

These ten properties highlight the underlying principle followed in the ML
framework design.

P0 : The threshold values Thv-CDS and Thv-AA are the threshold range for
DCLVS-AA reported under P9. A candidate mutant is accepted as registered
mutant marked as RegMut-AA and RegMut-CDS if the threshold range is sat-
isfied. These threshold limits are set from the analysis of model parameters for
the mutants reported for vivo/in vitro / in silico mutational studies.

P1 : Similar to the concept of SNP [51–53], only single point mutation is allowed
for a non-synonymous mutant.

P2 : The CA model employs periodic boundary CA for a protein, considering
leftmost amino acid as the neighbour of the rightmost amino acid of the pro-
tein chain and vice versa. We concentrate on the analysis of CL signal graph
generated out of CA evolution for a protein. The N and C terminal domains
of a protein chain are represented on the left and right end of CL signal graph
characterized by its mcl and Nmcl signals.
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P3 : The CA model, as noted in Section III.1.3, evaluates backbone and side
chain with H and non-H atom count. Based on the atomic structure, the ML
framework divides amino acids into two groups - non-ring and ring. The side
chain of amino acids Phe (F), Tyr (Y), Trp (W) (Figure 3) display ring; in
addition, Proline (P) is also viewed as a ring since its side chain makes ring
with backbone.

Mutation from a ring to non-ring amino acid and vice versa is considered as
a special mutation class in the ML framework.

P4 : Since the chemical properties of amino acids are not considered in the
model, the ML framework assigns special consideration for mutation of polar
charged amino acid to a non-polar amino acid.

In subsequent discussions, xLy refers to a mutant where original amino acid
x at location L of amino acid chain gets mutated with amino acid y.

P5 (Filter valid mutant) : The amino acid Gly (G) stands apart from all
others with its simplest side chain (one H atom) modelled with simplest CA rule
<1>. A mutant xLG is referred to as the conjugate pair of xLy. The Conjugate
of a mutant is employed to filter out Valid Mutant (marked in Step 5) out of
registered mutants identified in Step 4 of the algorithm reported in Section V.2.

P6 (Filter valid Mutant as illustrated for HBB protein) : For two
identical mutations xLy, and x(L+1)y on a pair of adjacent amino acids, one of
the mutants is a valid one if its Conjugate xLG is a valid mutant. Such filtering
properties are employed to match the mutants identified by the CAML model
with the mutants reported from in vitro/in vivo mutational study.

P7 : In Step 1 of the algorithm, the design sets a flag FF2 (Flag F2) for a
mutation xLy, where x and y satisfies one of the following four conditions: (c1)
original AA x at location L mutated with y as Met (M); (c2) one of the pair
x and y is a ring, while other is a non-ring; (c3) one is a polar charged, while
other is an non-polar; and (c4) for the CL signal graphs of wild mutant pair,
one has CL(-5), and no CL(-5) for other.

P8(a) (Prediction of Mutational Hotspots with CAML model) : From
study of published literature, the list of mutations reported in vitro, in vivo
mutational study of a viral protein is compiled and analysed based on - protein
length, Nmcl (next to mcl) signal count of CL signal graphs of proteins. Analysis
of this experimental data enable CAML platform to set the allowable range of
DCLVS-AA and DCLVS-CDS for selection of candidate mutants to be evaluated
as possible mutational hotspot in a virus protein.

P8(b) (Candidate Mutants to be Evaluated) : Let xLy be such a mutation
with x and y belonging to one of the 5 amino acid groups (Figure 3). In Step 1
of the design, we concentrate on evaluating a candidate mutant with amino acid
pair belonging to groups as that of x and y in locations L

′
(a location in AA

string other than L). In addition, we also evaluate candidate mutants, where x
and y belong to same group with 5 non-polar AA (G, A, V, L, I) or 5 polar
charged AA (S, T, C, N, Q).
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P9 (The Allowable Range) : The algorithm identifies whether a candidate
mutant is a valid one on satisfying the following allowable range -
(i) For SARS/MERS Covid, set the DCLVS = 50, if FF2 =1 as per P7. For
SARS/MERS Covid and HBB proteins : DCLVS - AA value in the range 50 to
200 and DCLVS-CDS value greater than or equal to 7.

V.2. Design Steps for ML Framework to Identify Valid Mutants

The algorithmic steps to design the Machine Learning (ML) framework of
CAML is reported below for an input protein chain and its CDS strand.

Input : Amino acid (AA) chain of the wild and candidate mutants on satisfying
the conditions reported in Property P8.

Step 1 : Flag setting - For a candidate mutant (satisfying Property P8(b)),
set the flag FF1 (Flag F1) = 1, and set FF2 (Flag F2) = 1 if one of the four
conditions (c1 to c4) noted under P7 is satisfied.

Step 2 : Derive CL signal graphs for wild and mutant CDS strand showing
FF1 = 1.

Step 3 : Identifying RegMutCDS - Note the mutant for which DCLVS (Differ-
ence of CLVS for CDS wild and mutant) is greater than or equal to the threshold
limit (Thv-CDS) specified under P9. All these mutants are marked as Regis-
tered Mutants at CDS level (referred to as RegMutCDS). Let the cardinality of
RegMutCDS be z.

Step 4 : Identifying RegMutAA -
(a) Derive the CL signal graphs for wild and z number of mutants identified in
Step 3 and evaluate DCLVS-AA (difference of CLVS for AA wild and mutant),
where CLVS for mutant is higher than that of wild.
(b) Select the mutants for which (DCLVS-AA) lies within the threshold range
specified under P9. Such a mutant is marked as RegMutAA.

Step 5 : Apply the filtering property (P5, P6), wherever applicable, to filter
out a valid mutant out of registered mutants.

Step 6 : Note mcl count for wild and each RegMutAA. A registered mutant is
a valid mutant if its mcl count is greater than or equal to that of wild.

Step 7 : Stop.

The CAML model identifying ValMut (or simply Mutant) is validated from
mutational study results reported in published literature for two case studies.
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VI. CA Model Validation : Two Case Studies

For each of the two case studies, the mutants are identified with the ML
framework satisfying the range of threshold values Thv-CDS and ThV-AA spec-
ified under P9. This list of mutants covers the mutants reported in vitro/in vivo
mutational studies, where structure-function of the mutant differ from that of
wild. A mutation xLy (amino acid x at location L mutated to y) corresponds
to the CDS mutation x

′
L

′
y

′
, where L

′
= (3L− 2) or (3L− 1) or (3L) , and x

′
,

y
′
are nucleotide bases derived out of amino acid x and y respectively. Single

point mutation is identified for the CDS strand that corresponds to mutation
xLy at amino acid level.

VI.1. Case Study 1 on Hemoglobin HBB beta-globin protein [26, 36, 37, 54]

This study identifies two valid mutants E7V, E122V with polar negatively
charged amino acid glutamate (E) replaced with nonpolar valine (V) and so
FF2 is set to 1 in Step 1 of the algorithm. Exhaustive study of E7V mutant has
been reported in many publications [36, 54]. Figure 7 shows CL Signal graph at
AA level for wild with mcl count 2, and Figure 10, 17 and 18 for three mutants
E7V (FF2 = 1, DCLVS-CDS = 34 (corresponds to a20t)), E8V (FF2 = 1,
DCLVS-CDS = 34 (corresponds to a23t), E122V (FF2 = 1, DCLVS-CDS = 14
(corresponds to a365t) - these 3 mutants are marked as RegMutAA. Figure 19
and 20 shows two mutants E7G with mcl count 2, and E8G with mcl count 1. As
per Step 6, the mutant E8G is discarded - it is not a valid mutant since its mcl
count 1 (see Figure 20) is less than wild mcl count 2 (see Figure 7). Figure 13
and 16 display HBB CL graph at CDS level for wild and HBB mutant a20t
showing DCLVS-CDS = 34 (3+4+9+9+9 at the region covering cell locations
150 to 154 of CL signal graph of CDS strand). In addition to E8V, mutations
of E with V at AA location 23, 27, 44, 91, 102 of HBB amino acid string (of
length 147) are also discarded since mcl count for Gly mutation (Property P5)
for each of the E at these locations show mcl cnt 1.

Figure 17: HBB Mutant E8V - AA level with mcl count 2
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Figure 18: HBB Mutant E122V - AA level with mcl count 2

Figure 19: HBB Mutant E7G - AA level with mcl count 2

Figure 20: HBB Mutant E8G - AA level with mcl count 1

In addition to E7V and E122V, the ML frame work also identifies the fol-
lowing two as valid mutants - (i) E27K (with DCLVS-AA = 489 - 361 = 124,
and DCLVS-CDS = 7 (corresponds to a80c)), and (ii) P6S (FF2 = 1, and
DCLVS-CDS = 9 (corresponds to c16t)). These two mutations are reported in
the in silico mutational study [54]. However, the following 5 mutations are also
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reported in this study which are not detected as valid mutant by the ML frame-
work - E7K, R31S, N109H, E122Q, A130V. The number of patients for whom
such mutants were observed are low (Table 1 in [54]). Detailed investigation of
mutational study on HBB Hemoglobin beta-globin protein is beyond the scope
of the current paper.

VI.2. Case Study 2 on CoV-2 Envelope Protein [9, 19, 37]

SARS-CoV-2 (2019) wild envelope Protein with 75 amino acid chain reported
in Table 5 . Figure 5, 6 and 21 display CL Signal Graph for wild CoV-2, CoV
and MERS respectively, and Figure 22, 23 for CoV-2 and CoV mutants S68C.
Six mutants (A36V, L37H, L39M, S68F, D72Y, L73F) are also identified. All
these 7 (2 + 5) mutants are identified in Envelope Protein for CoV-2 infected
patients reported in [9, 22]. Table 8 third column displays the parameter DCLVS
(Difference of CL Value sum) between wild and each of these 7 mutants. For six
of these mutants the flag FF2 = 1, as per the conditions noted under property
P7. Hence DCLVS is set as 50, as per Property P9(i). Table 9 reports six
additional mutants predicted with ML framework. For all these mutants the
parameters DCLVS-AA lies within the range 50 to 200 and DCLVS-CDS display
threshold value greater than or equal to 7 respectively. Mutant S16C is discarded
since its DCLVS-AA lies outside the range (50 to 200).

Mutant DCLVS Comment(mutant CLVS - wild CLVS)
L73F 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
P71L 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
D72Y 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
S68F 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv= 50 (as per P9(i))
S68C 162 FF2 = 0
L39M 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
A36V 50 FF2 = 1, Cl(-5) for wild, not for mutant(as per P8)

Table 8: DCLVS difference between wild and mutant CL value sum for 7 mutants
are the mutants identified by ML framework

Mutant DCLVS Comment(mutant CLVS - wild CLVS)
L26F 50 instance of FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
S16C 231 FF2 = 0, invalid since DCLVS outside the range 50 to 200
V58G 132 FF2 = 0
N64Y 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
S60P 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
S60Y 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
C40H 50 FF2 = 1, sets DCLVS = Thv = 50 (as per P9(i))
L73C - not a mutant - needs two mutations at CDS level
A22C - not a mutant - needs two mutation at CDS level
A22D 0 not a mutant - DCLVS-AA outside the range 50 to 200

Table 9: Six mutants (first seven rows other than 2nd row mutant S16C) are identified
as (valid) mutants as per ML framework, last 3 mutants are invalid due to DCLVS
less than threshold value 50 or it needs two point mutations at CDS level
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Figure 21: CL signal graph for wild envelope protein of MERS AA chain

Figure 22: CoV-2 mutant S68C : DCLVS with wild = 9 x 18 = 162; signal value 18
(width 9 cell) at loc 278 to 287

Figure 23: CoV mutant S68C : DCLVS-AA = 18 x 15 + 3 x 30 = 297; signal at cell
location 276 to 297 with CL value 15 (width 18 cells at cell loc 276 to 294) and CL
value 30 (width 30 at cell loc 294 to 297)
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VII. Comparison of Transmissibility of SARS Cov-2, SARS CoV, and
MERS Covid – Based on CAML Model of Envelope Proteins

Deviation of structure - function of a mutant from its wild version gets re-
flected in the high value (greater than or equal to 50) of CAML model parameter
DCLVS-AA. The same framework is also relevant for evaluation of DCLVS for
a pair of proteins executing similar function and length ( difference less than
10 %). First three rows of Table 10 compare the DCLVS-AA of a pair of wild
envelop proteins of (CoV-2, CoV, MERS). Large difference (90) in CLVS value
between CoV-2 wild and CoV/MERS wild confirms large difference in transmis-
sibility of CoV-2 compared to CoV and MERS. On the other hand, difference
in CLVS between CoV and MERS (third row of Table 10) is nil and so trans-
missibility of these two envelop proteins are of the same order. Two split Nmcl
signals in cell locations (93 to 98) and (121 to 129) of MERS wild CL graph
(Figure 21) are excluded, as per Section IV.1.3, to compare CLVS of MERS
with CoV and CoV-2.

Pairs of Envelop proteins DCLVS Comments

Wild CoV-2 & Wild CoV 10× (12− 3) = 90

difference of CL value 12 (width 10 cells) at
cell loc 280 to 290; for both CoV-2 and

CoV, mcl signal of value 21 (width 7 cells)
at cell loc 160 to 167

Wild CoV-2 & Wild MERS 5× (21− 3) = 90

CL value difference in the region covering
cells at location 160 to 165 MERS, on exclusion

of 2 Split Nmcl signals, mcl signal of
value 21 (width 12) at cell loc 166 to 178

Wild CoV & Wild MERS
5× (21− 3)− CL value difference for the cells 160 to 165

10× (12− 3) = 0 and 280 to 290 CoV and MERS on
exclusion of 2 Split Nmcl signals

Wild CoV-2 & CoV mutant
0

same CL graph for CoV-2 and CoV with
with deletion of G at loc 70 deletion of Gly (G) at location 70
CoV-2 with R at loc 69

0
same CL graph for mutated CoV-2

replaced with EG & CoV wild and CoV wild

Table 10: Comparison of wild pairs of (CoV-2, CoV), (CoV-2, MERS), (CoV, MERS)
on first three rows. Fourth row confirms that mutation of CoV with deletion of G at
location 70 displays same CL graph as that of CoV-2. Fifth row confirms that CoV
wild CL graph is identical with mutated CoV-2 on replacing amino acid R at location
69 with amino acid pair EG at location at 69-70.

VII.1. Analysis of signals in the C-terminal domain of virus covering Nmcl
signal value 12 at the region covering cell locations 280 to 290 of CL
signal graph of CoV wild

The C-terminal domain of virus plays crucial role in virus life cycle. The
C-terminal domain of SARS CoV-2 (AA loc 39 to 75, cell loc 158 to 300) and
CoV (39 to 76, cell loc 158 to 304) covering mcl signal and Nmcl (next to mcl)
signal. On the other hand MERS (82 AA) C-terminal domain covers the cell
locations 153 to 328.
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The CL signal graphs of CoV-2, CoV, and MERS wild are displayed in
Figure 5, 6 and 21. The Nmcl signal of value 12 at the region covering cell
locations 280 to 290 of CoV is a determining factor for comparison of DCLVS
between CoV-2 and CoV. This region covering cell locations 280 to 290 is marked
as Virus - Host Golgi Complex - Interaction Site (V-HGC-IS) in the C-Terminal
domain of virus CL graph. Absence of the Nmcl signal at V-HGC-IS for CoV-2
indicates stronger interaction of CoV-2 with host Golgi complex resulting in
packing/assembly of virus with higher efficiency. On the other hand, presence
of Nmcl signal at V-HGC-IS confirms weaker interaction of CoV with Golgi
complex resulting in packaging/assembly of virus with efficiency lesser than
that of CoV-2. This difference in interaction of CoV-2 and CoV with host Golgi
complex points to higher transmissibility of CoV-2 compared to CoV.

So far as virus-host interaction is concerned, MERS stands apart from CoV-
2 and CoV [55, 56]. The MERS wild CL graph does not show any signal in
the region covering cell location 280 to 290. However, MERS mcl signal width
differs from that of CoV-2 and CoV in the region covering cell locations 166
to 178 in its C-terminal domain spanning from cell location 153 to 328. The
C-terminal domain of SARS covid starts from cell location 158 and spans up to
cell location 300/304 with mcl signal (width 7 cells) covered by cell locations
160 to 167. As a result, DCLVS between CoV and MERS covering C-terminal
domain, as shown on third row of Table 10 is nil. This result confirms same
level transmissibility for CoV and MERS.

VII.2. Role of amino acid Glu (E ) and Gly (G) at location 69-70 of SARS CoV
and amino acid R at location 69 of CoV-2 : the determining factor for
higher transmissibility of CoV-2 compared to CoV

CoV-2 and CoV Envelope Proteins differ in loc 55, 56 (CoV-2 has S, F in
place of T, V for CoV), and location 69, 70 (CoV-2 has R at location 69, while
CoV shows E, G). Deletion of amino acid G at location 70 for CoV, makes its
length 75. Figure 24 shows CL graph for CoV on deleting the amino acid G.
This CoV mutant (with deleted G) shows large difference of CL signal graph
with its wild (Figure 6) in the region covering cell locations 280 to 290. As
reported on row 4 of Table 10, this mutant has nil difference with CoV-2 wild
(Figure 5) CL graph. The row 5 of Table 10 compares CoV-2 mutant (with
amino acid R replaced with amino acid pair EG) and wild CoV, both having
length 76. The Figure 25 displays the CL signal graph of CoV-2 mutant with
amino acid R at location 69 replaced with amino acid pair EG at locations 69-
70, making its length 76. This CL graph of CoV-2 mutant match with that of
CoV. These results establish the crucial role of amino acid pair EG at location
69-70 of CoV envelope protein. Replacement of this amino acid pair EG with
amino acid R at location 69 of CoV-2 plays as a determining factor for high
transmissibility of CoV-2 compared to CoV.
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Figure 24: CoV(2003) Envelope Protein CL Signal Graph on deleting amino acid G
at location 70 - makes its length 75 (Identical to CL graph for CoV-2 (see Figure 5))

Figure 25: CL graph for mutated CoV-2 with R at location 69 replaced with amino
acid pair EG at location 69 - 70 making length 76; this CL graph of mutated CoV-2
is identical to CoV wild CL graph (see Figure 6)

VII.3. Comparison of DCLVS for Mutations inserted in CoV-2 and CoV

Table 11 rows 3 to 8 report six mutants identified by ML framework for
CoV-2 and CoV with mutations inserted in identical amino acid type on same
or adjacent location. The CAML parameters DCLVS-AA and DCLVS-CDS
for each of these mutants satisfies the threshold limit 50 and 7 respectively
and so these are valid mutants. However, mutations noted on first two rows
of Table 11 are not valid mutants since one of the parameters DCLVS-AA or
DCLVS-CDS value is less than the specified threshold value. Further, CoV-
2/CoV mutants D73F/D74F (last row of Table 11) demands double mutations
and so discarded. The CL signal graphs for mutant S68C for CoV-2 and CoV are
shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23. The signal at the region covering cell locations
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278 to 298 of CoV is due to amino acid pair EG (discussed in Section VII.2) at
location 69-70 of CoV envelop protein chain. The large DCLVS value (90 and
135) for each of the valid 6 mutants for CoV-2 and CoV confirm large deviation
of structure - function of CoV-2 from CoV that points to large difference in
transmissibility of CoV-2 compared to CoV.

High DCLVS value between wild SARS CoV-2 and SARS CoV/MERS covid
chains and also for their mutants in identical amino acid type establishes large
deviation of structure - function of CoV-2 (2019) from that of CoV (2003). The
deviation of structure - function gets reflected in the large difference in their
transmissibility.

Mutants
DCLVS

CoV-2/Cov
L37H/L37H 90; same difference as of wild CoV-2 and CoV at loc 280 to 290
L39M/L39M 10× (12− 3) = 90; difference at loc 282 to 291

S68C/S68C
297 - 162 = 135; CoV CLVS = 18× 15 + 3× 30 = 297 (loc 276 to 297) for Figure 23

and CoV-2 CLVS = 9× 18 = 162 (loc 278 to 287) in Figure 22
S68F/S68F 90; same difference as Wild for CoV-2/CoV at loc 280 to 290
P71L/P72L 10× (12− 3) = 90; same difference as Wild for CoV-2/CoV at loc 280 to 290
D72Y/D73Y 90; same difference as Wild for CoV-2/CoV at loc 280 to 290
D73F/D74F (not covered by ML framework); D = ga-c/t, F = tt-c/t - need two point mutations

Table 11: CoV-2/CoV mutants with mutation inserted on identical or adjacent amino
acid locations with same AA type - all the 6 mutants reported from 1st to 6th row are
identified as valid mutants by ML framework satisfying DCLVS-AA threshold value
range (+50 to +200) and greater than or equal to 7 for DCLVS-CDS

VIII. Conclusion

High transmissibility of CoV-2, as per our analysis, is a combined effect of
mutations on structural proteins (Envelope E, Spike S, and Nucleocapsid N)
and the role played by non-structural proteins (nsps) and accessory proteins
(ORFs). Viral life cycle in host cell is controlled by these proteins for replica-
tion and host immune evasion. The current paper is the first one in the series of
three papers (we shall report) investigating the reason of highest transmissibility
of SARS CoV-2 (2019) compared to SARS CoV(2003) and MERS (2012). The
Cellular Automata enhanced Machine Learning (CAML) model is presented in
the current paper to investigate the contribution of envelop protein for high
transmissibility of SARS CoV-2. The Machine Learning (ML) framework is de-
signed to learn the threshold limit of CA model parameter so that the list of
mutants identified by the ML framework cover the mutants reported in pub-
lished literature for in vitro/in vivo mutational studies on two case studies. The
ML framework identifies the mutants for each of the three case studies reported
in Section VI. Large difference in CA model parameter DCLVS between CoV-2
and CoV and (also CoV-2 and MERS) confirms difference in transmissibility
of CoV-2 (2019) from that of CoV(2003) and MERS (2012). Further, CAML
model also confirms same level of transmissibility for CoV-2 (2003) and MERS
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(2012). CAML platform can be employed to predict possible mutations in vi-
ral proteins. Six mutants predicted for CoV-2 are reported. We expect the
results presented in our current and future papers will provide a platform to
design therapeutic agents and robust vaccine with broader coverage to combat
the CoV-2 epidemic. This epidemic is likely to persist for some more time due
to new type of viral strains which may appear once the virus encounters vaccine
administered on infected patients. Further, the CAML platform will provide
an efficient workbench to develop therapeutic drug/vaccine for other types of
viruses which may appear in future generating next pandemic situation.
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